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Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and its variants are the basis of the state-of-the-art techniques used
for training deep learning models. However, for large deep networks, training using such gradient-based
methods has a high computational and energy cost associated with it.

A recent research direction to speed up the training of deep neural networks (DNNs) and improve
its energy footprint is the use of low precision arithmetic. Traditionally, DNN training has been mostly
done using 32-bit floating-point [7] arithmetic, but recent efforts have shown that in many cases it is
possible to use lower precision computations (even going down to sub 8-bit floating-point formats) for
SGD-based methods and still converge to an acceptable result [6, 9, 10]. Most of the existing methods
in the literature just fix a low precision for the network and hope for the training to converge, which
is not always the case. A more interesting research direction is to rather use variable precision in the
computations, thus increasing the precision when needed, in order to guarantee convergence in all cases.
The major challenge associated with these methods is to decide when and where to increase the precision.

The aim of this internship will be to study variants of SGD based on an automatic choice of the
precision for the computations, able to guarantee convergence in all cases. To achieve this, we will
explore the framework of trust region methods.

Trust region schemes have been successfully employed in classic and stochastic optimization [1–4] as
an easy and automatic way of selecting a step-size for optimization methods, which ensures convergence
of the method for any initial iterate. This mechanism can be employed as well to select the precision of
the computations, with preliminary work done in a deterministic setting [5] for second order methods.
The extension to a stochastic context and to first order methods, a setting that is more suitable for neural
networks training, is still an open question.

In this internship we will implement and study a mixed-precision SGD method based on a trust-
region scheme to automatically update the precision. The work will build upon a custom precision train-
ing simulation framework constructed atop PyTorch, called mptorch [8], developed by the internship
coordinators.

The ideal candidate must be familiar with continuous optimization methods and how stochastic ver-
sions of these algorithms are used in supervised deep learning applications. Experience with Python
programming is also required. Knowledge of deep learning frameworks such as Pytorch is also desir-
able.
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